**Get inspired**

Bred for a wide range of weather conditions, ‘Inspire’ Pansies (Viola wittrockiana Pansy F1) from Benary are now available in 29 colors, in both clear and blotched faces. Six new colors were recently added to the series, including Blue Angel, Blue Velvet, Deep Blue with Blotch, Lemon with Red Blotch, Lilac with Blotch and Terracotta (pictured). In addition, the Inspire Peach Shades blend of pinks and yellow were improved upon. Benary.com

**Berry nice**

As a newly introduced companion to Tesselaar Plants’ ‘Strawberries and Cream’ lacecap hydrangea, ‘Blueberries and Cream’ offers indigo-saturated blooms surrounding a milky white center. It can be planted outdoors in the garden in USDA Zones 7 and higher, from early summer on for a beautiful show the following year. In Zones 6 and lower, it still can thrive in wind-protected areas or when given extra care. Tesselaar.com

**Party hearty**

New Cistus ‘Mickie’ is Terra Nova Nurseries’ stable variegated form of Cistus hybridus. It has a low, mounding habit that hugs the ground and creates a colorful, evergreen focal point. Hardy to USDA Zone 7, it hails from northern Washington State and has survived some brutal winters. White flowers punctuate the flashy foliage in May and June. TerraNovaNurseries.com
Midnight sweet
Pan American Seed’s new Vinca ‘Jams ‘N Jellies’ Blackberry (Catharanthus Rosea) features a deep purple with a white eye. In some settings, this summer accent plant’s flower petals appear almost black. This 2012 All-America Selections winner is easy to grow, with excellent tolerance to drought and heat, according to the company. Mature plants will reach 10 to 14 in. tall, with 2-in. flowers that are complemented by deep green, shiny leaves. Best in full sun, hardy to USDA Zone 9. PanAmSeed.com

Playing dress-up
Hardy in USDA Zones 7 to 9, Monrovia’s ‘Dolly’s Dress’ Fuchsia (Fuchsia microphylla ssp. aprica ‘Dolly’s Dress’) features small-toothed leaves on upright twiggy stems that bear large, flared bright pink tubular flowers all summer long. Named after the vernacular name for this plant, Dolly Mixtures, and for the dress shape of the flowers, this moderate grower from the Dan Hinkley Collection will reach 5 ft. tall and wide. Monrovia.com

Royal beauty
New Rosa ‘Princess Anne’ from David Austin Roses flowers over a long period and in large clusters, the individual blooms opening in succession. There is a medium-strong Tea Rose fragrance. The petals are strong and not too long, and many are heart-shaped, resulting in a ruffled, water lily effect. The inner petals create an informal button eye center, revealing the backs of the petals, which are a warm shade of deep salmon pink. Over time, the petals gradually age to a shade of purple-lilac. Hardy in USDA Zones 6 to 9, its mature size is approximately 3x2 ft., making it ideal for borders, hedging and pots. DavidAustinRoses.com